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CHAPI'ER - III 

MEANING 

Philosophy in this century is very much concerned with 

different aspects of language and among the different linguistic 

concepts, the concept o;f meaning is perhaps the most ~1idely discussed 

and widely studied by philosophers. Not. only philosophers but 

linguistics-. granmari.ans. lexicographers are very much concerned 

with • .meaning' in their respective fields. Many b~ic concepts of 

linguist,tcs such as phoneme - the minimum meaningful unit of sound, 

morpheme - the minimum meaningful grammatical element )I et~. can be. 

defined only in terms of meaning. Again,. a grammarian who does 

t-1ant to reproduce an objectively dete~minate class requi;-es to 

know \11hat forms are sign.if icant or having a meaning. A lexicographer 

is concerned wit)l synonym between forms in one language or :fo~ 

in another language. Now lexicographe.J:s' reconstruction of the 

class of synonym pair although formal, it needs his prior notion 

of synonym or alike . in . meanini• Quine sayst 

"·~ the set:ting of their problems. the gramnarian 

and the lexicograph~ araw eqt,tally on our heritage 
1 £rom the old notion of meaning•• •. 

Besides the ~ye.-a~:ea~, conmon. people in their evfPry _d~y 

discourse frequently use the part.iculaJ:" term 'meaning'~ HOwe~~ .. 

such widespread use of • meaning'• naturally deserves an adequate 

1. Quine. w.v ... o •• •Meaning in linguistics• in From A Io~.ical 
Point o:f View_ Harvard university Press, 1953., pp., 59-..60 
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theo.retical account of •meaning' on the ground that S\."Ch accoun~ 

would be very much he1p£ul to l.i.ngusts, grammsr.ians, lexicographers 

etc. to perform their jobs in their respective fields •. 

Now, the point is . that any satisfactory account of ·meaning 

would have to £ace a number of questions in connection with meaning. 

Among others, the following deserve special attention •. They are : 

1) ~s there any entity called meaning? lf so, what sort 
of entity it .is? 

2) What do we mean by •·meaning• of en expression? 

3·) What kind o:e relation bolas between an expression 

and its meaning? 

Regarding the above questions ,some philo·sophers are o£ the 

opinion that the very answers of them lle in proper explanation 

of meaning. And hence, tbay feel the neeci to ojffer explanation 

of meaning. With this end in mind, they look at meaning £.rom 

various points of view and consequently~ arise different theories

of mean.ing sue}) as,. the referential t~ory, the. ideational theory, 

the use· theory • the truth theory and s0 on. Now, in the following 

discussion I would like to focus on some such ~~ries with ~ y~w 

to settle the question- •can there be any theory o£ meaning at 

all•? 

Now. prior-to the discus~ion on d~~:ferent t.heories.o£ 

meaning.· J: think it nec:easary to point out the proper attribution 

o£ meaning. That is to say, i.t should be decided xirst whether a 
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woxtl or a sentence would be the concern o:f meaning. 

Since the term •meaning' is used in course of ta;l.king 

about vtords. as well. as . sen~ences41. philosopher$ d.i£fer among. -~ 

selves regarding the .attr~ution of mean.ing. :rn this ?:~spect,. they 

do £ollo~ two lines of ~hought.. Accoraing to one line o£ t~ught. 

being 'the units of language, words have meaning in the primaq . . . . . , . ~ . 

sense and hence- m~ing sho~lc;i be .•t~.ibuted, to word$. 1n SUk>!JOrt 

of th~ above thought the foll~ing points have been put. forward~ 

1) ~t. is. argu~d .t~at. ,if_ t-1o;ds t-.rere not .the proper attr.ib~t4,on 

of meami,.pg,. · classi~.icat.ion of them as noun,.. verb etc. would not 

·i.i) An· analytic truth has been defined as .one that can be 

determined solely by analys~s of. the meaning of the t"lords involvin~ 

in ·a. sentence expressing .it ... SChus# · i.t has been pointed out that. 

knowing the meaning of the wol:d· ''.father•. is' all that is required. 

'to determine the tx•uth of the statement •F at.hers are male' ... 

.11.1). word ... mean;Lng_ plays ca very fundamental ro~ . .m. coqrse o:f 

le~ning a language.. While a child learns a language* Alston. says, 

"..;..it is obvious that the inost; economical w~y o~·-~~g: 

.iS ·to give him the meaning of individual. words, and to '~ 

him use hi.s already acqufred practical maste.t:Y of sentence 

structure to these wol:ds together ~lith others !n 

tfi'ar~o~ _sente~es., rather than to tell 111m the 
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tv) ~t has been argued that in any particular language, U 

words do not have meaning in primary sense, a new sentence would 

navel: be possible to understand. 

on the contrary, according to enother line o£ thought Jot. 
) 

is not words rather sentences that should be treated as proper 

attribution of meaning. In support o:f sentence-meaning. the main 

arguments are :. 

l) Since the purpose pf a language is to commun.icate and 

since it i~ only through a sentence that a thought i~ completely 

expressed,. proper attribution of meaning would be a sentence ... 

not a word. It is said·: 

n,. ••• the utterat;1ce .of a sentence is a self~9ontained 

speec;h act. an isol.~le piece of hum~ beh~iour ~ . 

the sense th~ it ~s amenable to, explanation as a w~l.-• 

• •.. words on the other hands are, not in the same ''l..ay 

liiSaningful by themselves. They can not :be isolated ~d 
. . 2 

used alone to effect any change in the nexus of beliefs•. 

2) It has been. ~gue~ that it is o~ly a sentence that can 

perform a linguistic act and such action can never be perfo~ 

1 •. Alston, P• Philoso;eh;~. of Language.,. .Prentice Hall PVt. Ltd.,. 

New Pelhi,. 1998, P• 33 

2. Jane Hea11 "Sentence Meaning And Worci Meaningn .:ln 

.Philosophical. guarterlz/~pr.il, 1979,. P• 123 
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by a single woJ:d-,_ Although sometimes it appears that a single 

word Cioes perform a linguistic act, actually in such case the 

particular single word i.s used not as a word but as an ab~rev.iated 

sentence. Thus, Alston saya,: 

"~o perform a complete linguistic action we must 

utter a sentence or some expression within that. 

context is elllptical for a sentence11
•
1 , 

3J By utterlng_a sentence diff~ent sorts of_ linguistic acts 

such as de~ribj,ng,_ r~~rting, eommancting etc.. can be performed. 
- . 

Now,. words. of which a sentence is composed· o£. haye ce;rtail;l 

cont;":ibution in. perfo,rming such act and only in context o.f tlus 

contribution . that woJ;ds nave meaning. Hence, it seems qui.te justi

fied ~ attribut~ mE!aning to a sentence .• , 

4) ln a language many words have more than one meaning. For 

example, iJl the following two sentences ~ 

a) work hard _:to ;-each the goal. 

b) lie s~red a g-oal .• 

the particular _WQrd ·•99ql•· has_ not bee!l used .tn single sense . . . ~ . 

and the difference of meaning o~ t~ wQrd •goal•- can only be 

understoOd in re:ference ·to respective sentence where it does 

occur. Hence. it .is .saJ.d t 

1. Alston, p,_ Philoso;ehY of Languaw. Prentice Hall Pvt. Ltd., 
l'l'ew Delhi, 1988; P• 33. 



·~ to say a woJ:d or a phrase has a meaning 1.s 

to say that. there are sentences in which *t ·occurs 

whJ.ch · • have meanings•· and -t:o know the meantng which 

the word or plU:ase has, is to know the meanings o.f 

1 sentenc¢s .in whic:h .it occurs"~-
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.However, from the above account no solution regar-ding the 

prol:>lem of attribution o:f meaning· has been achieved. ~ :fact# the 

argunents that have been put forward by each line o£ thought 

appear.,s. to be correet only upto a certain point.. .Hence,. it has 
. . . 

been noted that. while discussing meaning_, philosophers sometimes 

refer to words and sometimes to sentences. 

SEC'l'lON - ll: 

This section in<;:ludes· so~ of the theories of meaning like 

the referential theo~y#' the .ideationa.l the<;>ry, the ver .i£icat,1..o~ 

theory, the behavioral :t:heory and use thE!ory -o:f meaning. D.isc~~ion 
. . 

on. these theories.would ~how how diff~ent philosophers att~mpt· 

to define meaning .from v~ious _points of view~ and ~hereby face 

the above three basic questions concerning meaning •. 

1~ Austin, .J. ~ ,, Philoso;ehical. Paper~, Oxford University Press, 

1979, P• 56 
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Referential theory of meaning. 

The basic ass~tio~ that the task of a language ~s to 

describe reality leads some ph.ilosophers to hold that expxessions 

get. their meaning by pointing towards objeCts in the external 

world. Hence .. taking: meaning as a kind of entity objectively 

specifiable, the upholders of the referential theocy hold that an 

expression would be meaningfuJ. only if it stands for something 

other than .itse_lf. ~~se phl.losophers think that the difference 

between meaningful ling1,liStiC expression and meaningless 1ingui~

tic expression iies in the fact that whil~ meaningful ~inguis~ic 

expression does stand for something, meaningless one does not. 

Thus, according to the referenUal theory • the meaning of a 

lingu;l.stic expression is its . referent ~d meaning is the relation 

between the expression and its referent. 

Now:, a nu.."'lber of answer.,.bfagging questions may ari_::;;e in 

conne~tion with the referential theory of meaning. They. are :·. 

jJ ~ meaning is taken as an entity -- t.oJhat sort of 

entity would it be? 

ii) What is exactly meant by the phrase ·•stand £or•? 

A little reflect~on on the above two gues~ions would.sbow 

us that none of them have been satis£aetorily answered by the 

proponents. of the theoxy. 
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' ' 

J:n connection 'with question (iJ it can be pointed out 

that it is not only the case that there does not exist sorrething 

called •neaning•,. but such question cannot be treated as a question 

at all. That it is· a spurious qUestion to ask • \rJhat sort of entity 

is meaning' ? can be shown by t~ fol.lowing arguments : 

aJ The prop:ments of this theory t-Jrongly assume that just 

because we eroploy the noun 'meaning'- there must be something to 

which the noun refers. According to Cooper, when i.t is said that 

'lt has been Clone £or the :sake of John'', ·.it is not meant that 

• the sake • is some entity which belongs· to John and for t'fhich 

soinething has been done. It s.imply means that something 't"12.S done 

to help .John. In the s~ way. \-.7hen. we speak al:x>ut •the meaning 

·of a word·•, it is inco.n;ect. to suppose that there exists some 
' ' ' i 

entity called ·• meaning' t.;hich belongs to the conc~'"Iled t'iQrd. 

b) :r£ meaning were an objectively specifiable entity, 

all the questions we want to ask about meaning cannot be askeCi_ . 

without employing the noun -•meaning' ~ In· pra.:tice_.. we can do se,. 

Hence .• instead :o£ a,sking i Is proc~ast.in~tiol,l a word w~th meaning'·? 

we can ask ~Is procrastinat.iorJ meaningful''?, .instead o% ~k1ng 

• Do p.roc.J:astination and putting things of£ have tbe. same me~ing* 7 

' 
'\'le can ask • Are procra.'3t.ination and putting things off synonymous• ? 

1. Cooper• D.E., ·~h.tlosophj( and the Na~e o£ Langyag~ 

Iongman, LOndon# 1975, P.• 13 
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and sq on.: According to Cooper~ this abil.ity to paraphrase 

questions about me~ing into questions which do not contain the 

no\lll •meaning• clearly s:oggests that •meaning• in nc way. be 
.' . . 1 

regarded as a sort of entity~ · 

The phrase • stand for somethj,ng other than itsel1:•· as used 

in 'question .(iiJ cannot be· explained in any way. It is quite 

unnatural to thinlt t."'lat corresponding to each linguj.stic express;ion 

there exists something in the external t;jorld. would it be rea$onable 

to say that linguistic expressions _like • pen .:i.s rnighter than swoxd• 

or •·honesty is the best policy• stand for something in the ~ternal 

worldi 

Adirutt.ting that in somt;;! cases linguistic expression do 

refer to something in the external world#. :;l.t does not follow that 

-~eaning·should be ±aentified with refer~nt~ In fact#. i£ me~g 

were truly icientifie~_wi.th re~erent "!;he two expressions. •sco-t;.t' 

ana. •the author of ~v.aver.ly·•· would have. the s~ meaning. Th~$~ 

two expressions tho~gh J;efer to the aame .j.n¢i.ividua1 do not nave 

the same me~ing. Again. t:.:P,ere are sollll.a expression;:; whtch although 

refer to many indiv.tduals iJo have the same me?Uing. AS pointed 

out by Alston that the expressions ~hicb. are often called 

• indeXical terms• , systematically change their references with 
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changes in condition of their uttG=>...rance; e.g. '~.i• always refers 

to the person who utters it and hence- it does not ,refer to the 

same individual· irrespective of circumstances. This var.iation 

o:f the. referent fudividual does in no way change the meanJ,ng of 
1 

• J:' which is simply •the speaker•. 

Moreover~ this theory fails to explain meaning of the 

descriptive phrases corresponding to which there are no referents 

at all. Thus., according to Gilbert Ryle.,. although the phrase :1 the 

·C:hird man to stand on the top of mount Everest•· dil!not re£er to 

anybody • at a particular t:tme yet it is undoubtedly a signif icai)t 

phrase.2 

Besides the above l.imi·tations, the particular theory of ':. 

meaning suffers from circularity also. The thepri" overlooks tl'.le:. 
\ ~ 

fact that in order to know tpe referent of an linguistic express-

iOD: i~ is necessary tc;> kno\>1 the meaning· of such expression fir.st.. 

Hence. ~ises circularity. 
' "\ 

The above-mentioned liro.itati.o:i.ls ·clearly point to the fact' 
' \ 

\ 

'! that the referential theory can in no :way be regarded as an 

adequate theory of meaning. The parti'cular theory fails to reall"se 

I' 

. ·i 

1. Alston, P, Philoso;ehy o.f Lan)luaJie* Prentice Hall J;>vt. Ltd.. l: 
New Pe lhi, 1988,. P• 13· '\ 

2.· Ryle,. Gilbert~ 11The Theory of Meaningu .. British,.Phi.loso,I:?Ul . , 
in the Mid-Centll£l• edo by Mace, C.A., George Allen and.Unwin 
Ltd., 1966, p. 244. 

:i \ 
) I 

\1 
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that although in course of ~earning a ~anguage meaning of 

expressions are IIDstly dependent on availability of some eonaJ:ete 

situation, J.t does not follow from this that •meaning' can be 

identified with referent. 

Ioeational theorz of mean·ing 

'l'enaency to explain meaning o:f a lin.guist.ic expx-ession 

in terms of something other tha!;l linguistic expression leads 

som= philosophers 1:0 adopt the view that to be meaningful a 

linguis.tic expression must. refer to tbin'g in the mind i.e. to an 

idea. Thus, according to the proponents of the ideational. 'theory 

of meaning each lingui.stic expression has meaning through its 

regular association with a certain idea. 

The underlying think.1,ng of the ideational theory is tha~. 

language which has been conventionally created. to perform the. jOb 

of communica:tJ.on is essentially an .instrument o:f thought .. , NQw, 

a thought consists of ~ succession of ide~ and ideas are diX$Ctly 

acc::ess.ible only to their pOssessors. Hence, ii.l order to m~ others 

cognizant of one• ~- tpoughts one must employ publicly observable 

sounds an(l m~~ i.e. linguistie expressions as representatives 

The main theme· of this particular ~heory was clearly 

stated by IDcke in the seventeenth century in the xollowing 

t-tr itings • 
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•words are sensible signs necessary £or conmunication •. 

Man., though he have great var~ety of thoughts, and such 

from which others as well as himself might receive pmUt 

and delight, yet "they are all within his own breast, 

invisible, and hidden from others, nor can of themselves 

be made appear. ~he comfort and advantage of soc.i.ety 

not being to be had without communication of thoughts, 

it was necessary them man should find out some external 

sensible signs, whereby those invisible ideas which ~s 

thoughts are made up .of m.i.ght be made known to o1:1lers •. 

For this purpose nothing was so fit, either for plenty 

or quickness, as those articulate sounds which, with 

. SO mUCh case and variety, he found himself able. to make •. 

~he use, then, of words .is to be- sensible' marks of ~deas, 

and ~he .idea$ they s~and fo~ are t~ir proper and~ 
. 1 

diai;e signification•.. ' 

Hence, according to .ideational theory, for ever;y me.anill~ul 

linguistic enpression the+e.is an idea which is regularly asso

ciated with that expression. 

Now, the above version of ic;leational theory put;$ before 

us Q. number of .impor~ant questions. They are a 

1. Jobn lOcke, .ao£ words" in ·~heory o:f Meaning, Ed. oy 
Iehrer, · A.,, Prenti.ce Hall, u.s. A. , 1970, p_., 65 
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a.) l:s it really possible to explain the notion ot meaning 

in terms of an J.dea? 

b) If possible, does the theory work in respect of all 

linguistic expressions? 

c) Where should we look for an idea to settle the question 
regarding meaning? 

l:n connection wit:h question {a) some philosophers think 

that although in a sense_•~aea• ~s derivative .from notions like 

meaning or understanding, it dQe's ·not fpllow from th:Ls that 

meaning can be ·defined ~ 1;:eri11S of • idea• ·• According to ~lston, 

the term • idea •· in the expressiQp.s like 1 l get the i.dea• , • I 
. ' 

have_ no idea with what you ar!3 saying' 3 etc.. have been u~ed in 

derivative sense of the speaker'.s knowing or understanding the 

meaning. Hence, 'ide~• as_ used above, ban provide no .basis for 

an explacation of meaning.1 

so ·far as_ question ()?) is cc_ncerned)it can be said that 

it iS some't;hing dif;i<;:ult OQ tbe p~t Of this particular theory 

to point ,-out the obvious COJ;lnection. be1;1'1~en all linguistic 

expressions and the.;lr _ideas. _In. £act,,_ problel'Jl arises ,regaJ;ding 

expressions like ''·if'·,_ • and', •or• and so on. Practically, ~t is 

hard to· bel:l.eve that corresponding to these expressions there are 

1 •. AlSton, · P, Philoso,ph:z o£ Language,, ~rentice Hall .Pvt. :Ltd., 

New Pelhi, 1988,. P• 24 



son:e ideas. Not only that the theory fails to work even for 

expressions that are supposed to have obvious connection with 

.ideas. According to Alston this theory i ails to work even. :for 

v10rds like • dog' , .. book' etc which are supposed to have .obvious 

connection with metnal images. Thus, although the use of a word 

'dog• is accompanied by mental image, .it does not follow that 

in each case the mental imagery would be the same~ This difference 

in mental imagery would .in no way be ref lee ted in any difference 
1 

in meaning •. 

~ conneCtion ~1ith question (c) 7 .it· can be said that $inca 

idea is not something objective rat~r somet.hilig private speaking 

of regular association of linguistic expression with .idea would 
' . . 

be nothing but imaginary. In fact, \~e do n9t ~o~lt _:for 4,deas in the 

minds· of speakers and listener~.- in order _to .settle questions about 

vrhat a word means in the laz:1guage or ~o~_t the sense in wh.i~h a 

speaker· ·used a term on -a given occasion··~ 

Despite the above di~fi~ulties~ ~he ideational theo;y 
. . 

·of meaning suffers from circularity also.-· In· order to recogniZe 

what· the .idea is,. it .is necessary to· understand the ·meaning of 

the concerned expression. '. 

1. Alston, ~. Philoso:phy of Lan~;Quage, Prentice .Hall PVt. Ltd., 

New Delhi, 1988. P• 25 
' \ 
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The Behavioral. ~heOrx; of Mearung 

.'rbe consideration that meaning is a function of publicly 

observable aspects of the language situation 7has led a group 

of thinkers to develop a theory of maaning in terms of connection 

between utterances and responses J. .• e. between utterances and 

publicly observable features of the communication situation. 

The under lying principle of. too. behavioristic theo~ is 

that each meaningful expression -ha·s- a close connection with 

behavior and difference betw~en a meaning£ul expression and a 

meaningless expr~s:s:ion 1.ies in the f.act that while the fozmer 

affects the behavior in a way 1 the later does not. Being .tntimat~ly 

connected t"lith publ.tcly observable features this kind of app;ooa.Qh 

to rnea.,ing on the one hand does ~ny. tpe existence of thoughts, 

.images or anything inner. and pri.v~te,. and on. tha other han9,. has 

attra;te~ P$Y~Po1ogists and psycbo~gically oriented philosophers 

to deVelop a sophistica1:ed_ t~ory of meaning. 

) 

Now, the beh~io~istic. a~count of meaning has two ve~sions ' 

crude end sophisticated. Theme of the .. c:rude version has bee;l_. 

clsarly st~ted in the definition o:t: .ro~aning offered by Leon~ .. 

Bloomfield. According to him the meaning of ~ linguistic express• 

ion is 
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•• ~ •• ~ .• ~ the situation in which the speaker utters it. 

and the responses v1hich .it calls forth in the hearer-.1 

NOw, regarding the crude version a question may arise 

in the follOti'iilg form t. Is it possible 't;:o identify meaning of a 

linguistic expression with regularly evoking a certain response? 

~hat having a certain meaning canna~ be simply identified with 

regularly evoking a certain overt response can be shown by the 

fact that a single linguistic expression may produce very different 

responses on different occasions of its utteJ:·ance and sometimes 

its utterance may evoke no response at all. And from ~his it does 

not follow that the particular expression becomes meaningless on 

those occasions. 

~he above deficiency in the crude version lead philosophers 

like Marris to accept. a sophisticated a::count of meaning by intro

ducing the concept of a disposition to respond. According to this 

concept associated with each word having a distinct meaning# there 

is some distinctive goal-directed respons~sequence towards which 

it disposes us. Now* on the basis of the concept of a disp9sition 

to .respond, Morris creates a theory of meaning according to which 

the meaning of a linguistic expression has two components --one 

denotatum or what the expression refers to and the other is the 

1. Bloomfield, Leonard., Language#' Allen & Unwin, 1967, p. 139 
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s.igpificauum or essential properties to serve a denotum. 'rhus, 

Morris thinks that for something to be £cod, and serve a$ the goal 

we are disposed to achieve by the expression 'food' - it must be 

edible. Hence, edibility is part of the significatum of the ex-

pression • food • .• 

Now, the question is ~ would it be correct to say that 

corresponding to each linguistic expression there is some sort of 

goal-directed behavior? In other words, can meaning .of eac;h 

62tpression be tz:·uely explained in terms of goal-directed :behavior? 

The point to be noted that although in some cases dealing 

with e~p.ressions like 'food', •·drink" is somehow connected with 

goal-directed behaviour
7 
it does not rraan that corresponding to 

each linguistic expression there would be some distinctive type of 

behavior. According to D~EQ Cooper: 

u_ .if vre turn to words like • if• # • att, •or', 'each', 

'for', •so~, etc, it does not sound faintly plausible 

to suppose that every vrord in the l~guage has .its con~c

tion t'ITith some distinctive type of goal•d.i.rected behavj.our. 

------ It follot'17S from all thi~ that -v1e shall be 

unable to exp~ain ~he meaningfulness .of more than a £ew 

tvords in terms of.characteristic response~sequences asso

ciated with them11 .. 
1 

1. Cooper, D. E., Philosophy and the Nature of Language, 
Longman, london~ 1975, pp. 3 0-31 



Now the point is that problem persists even in ideal cases 

where expressions are supposed to .be connected t'lith such behaviour. 

P. Alston in Philosoph.¥ of Language seems to subscJr.ibe to this 

view. ACcording to him-it is generally assumed that the utterance 

like 'Your son is ill• t'l1ill produce a disposition to go to Trrhere 

one believes one•s son to be if one has a great concern for one•s 

son. Now the fact is that whether the above utterance will p.roduce 

a disposition to go or not would be dependent on many other £actors 

• • • • • such as the hearer may not. believe the information or he may 

not. be physically £it- to go or he may be previo\:lsly acquired the 

information and so on. Now_, this important aspect has been sadly 

overlooked by the pro}?onents of the theory. As a result~ the 

particular theory has been lebe.lled as a theory ~uffer ing from 

oversimplification. 

~lOreover, an attempt to explain meaning- in terms of 

behaviour suffers from circularity also. X he particular term 

t behaviour• has' more thC21"'l ohe meaning.. .It may mean body mOVements 

like rrovements of muscles and s0 on or it may be used to mean 

human actions like praying etc .. And it is in the second sense 

that the term • behaviour•· has been used in the present context •. 

Novt, any explanation of meaning iii terms of action 11'-Jould be 

possible only if one can identify what the action .is inoependent 

of already kn0Tr1ing .the meaning . of the words associated with it. 

However. .it .is not possible at any r.ate. Cooper says : 



.......... once t~e include actions under the heading of 

'behaviour• •. it is difficult to see that we are 

always in a p:>sition to ,tdentify. -what the behaviour 

;ts without already knowing the meanings of the wo~s 
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we are supposed to explain by reference to this bebaviour•.1 

Whe verifJ.cation. t:.Qeorl of ,Meanin$1 

A theory of meaning standing very close to the criJc~rion 

of-meaningfulness is the verification theory. Accordirig to this 

theory, the meaning of a sentence is :;;irr.ply describing the ways 

in li.Thich it t.;ou!d be verified.., According to :t-!Or.itz Schlick, 

11~he meaning of a. propjsition is tl"e method of 

.its vex.tficationn.2 

. ' 

Now~ a little re:flec;:tion on the criterion of me;;mingful-

ness as formulated by the logical positivists, i think, would be 

helpful to understand: this particular. theory of meaning., 

The empericists of the nineteenth century will~g to give 

philosophy a scienti.fi.c or !entation. thinlt tl)at philosophy in the 

past means nothing but useless controversy oveJ; metaphys.:i.cs and 

1. Cooper., :o~JS •• Philosoehy 90d the Nature of Language, 

I.ongman, Iondon. 1975. P• 32 

2. Moritz Schlick, •Meaning and Ver.if.i~ationn in ~ry· of MeaninQ, 
. . 

ed .. by Lehrer, A. 1 -Prentice Hall, Inc. 1 Englewood -Cliffs, 

New Jersey, p. 100. 
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normative problems which are in principle insoluble and hence, 

statements concerning such problems are considered by them as 

meaningless statements only. In orde'r to establish their v.j.ew i.e. 

in order to show that the so called metaphysical statements are 

meaningless, the empe.ricists felt the need to formulate a criterion 

of meaningfulne~s. 

Th~ b~sic principle of such criterio~ lies in some kjnd of 

connection with sensory experience. In fact, sense experience 

plays a significant role in the so c;:a.lled traditional t.heo~ies. 

of meaning in the acquisition of meaning b~r a given e.Jtpression •. 

Thus., eccording to the ideational theory ?. v-1ord can have meaning 

only if there is an association bett.;een the word and Cll1 idea 

derived from sense experience. In case of the: behavioral theory, 

the requirement is the stimulus-response bonds and such bonds can 

be acql_U.red through repeated experience of tl"'.e coincidence of such 

stimuli and such responses. In the referential theory, an expression 

acquires the capacity to refer to a certain thing tt~ough beinQ 

paired with that thing in experiE;!nce. It j_s the empericist cri

terion that holds that a given sound pattern is related to world. 

not by virtue of its intrinsic characteristics but by experience. 

Experience is the souz:ce of meaning_ whatsoever. 

Any way, consider.ing ostensive definition as the primary 

way of understanding Moritz Schlick locates method of verification 

or reference to •experience• as a very fundamental method to 



understand meaning. He writes: 

"It is clear th,at in order to understand a verbal 

definition we must know the signification of the 

explaining words beforehand, and that the only 

explanation which can work w4tbout any previous 

knowledge is the ostensive definition. we conclude 

that there is no way of understanding any meaning 

without ultimate references to ostensive definitions, 

and this means, in an obvious sense, reference to 

•·experience• or • possibility of verification•·.1 
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Now, the pr~blern i~ that following the verification theory 

only a small n~ber of indicative ~entences wquld be entit~ed as 

mea'li..t"lgful. sentences of questions, requests, comrnands ·etc. l'll'Ould 

not come in the purvi~..r of rn~aning£ul sentences as they ~e not 

empirically verified. 1-'iOreover, a<?cording. to this theory, analytic 

statements, moral judgements,. aesthetiq appraisalp t:{ould cease to 

he meaningful being incapable of empirically tested. 

The above difficulties faced by the theory of verification 

lead the proponents of the theory to rethink over the term •veri-

fication• and hence, it is maintained that in order to consider a 

sentence as meaningful 't"That is necessary is that neither the eentence 

1. ~1oritz Schlick, ''Meaning and Verification" in 'l'heo;y of Meaning# 

edc by Lenrer, A.,-Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood.Cliffs, 

New Jersey, p. 101. 



is already verified nor •verifiable' here and now rather, it has 

the possibility of verification. 
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Now, introduction of •possibility of verification• does 

undoubted~y modify the theory to some extent. It is recognised now 

that there are perfectly meaningful sentences that have not yet 

been tested and even meaning ful sentences that we are not in a 

position to test. According to Alston, ... i:n requiring verifiebilitz, 

the positivist is simply requiring that it be possible to specify 

t'lThat an empirical test tvould consist in; he is not requiring that 
1 

the test have been carried out; '• 

However, the point is that the replacement of the phrase 

•verification• by the phrase 'possibility of verification• does 

not put the theory in any advantageous position for the following 

reasons: 

(1) The great difficul~y arises regarding ·..rhat is meant. by 

•empirical observation•. And the proponents of the theory differ 

among themselves on this issue. They differ as to what it is 

physical objects, properties or sense impressions that we do 

observe through the senses. 

(ii) .It has been argued that the notion of verifiability 

as used by the logical positivists is not a clear nation at all. 

cooper says, 

1. Alston, P., ~~losophy of.~guage~ Prentice Hall 

PVt. Ltd., New Delhi# 1988, P• 70 



"If I say, 'All unsuspended bodies fall', I am talking 

of a l:,X)Ssibly infinite number of occurrences. So, 
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however many times I may have observed unsuspended things 

falling, it is always possible that the next unsuspended 

th.i.ng ld ll not fall. Again, hcnvever many tines I may 

fail to observe a unicorn, I shall. never conclusively 

falsify the sentence •unicorns do exist• by future 

observation •. These two sentences are plainly meaning£ul, 

despite the fact that the one is not conclusively veri• 

fiable, and the other is not conclusively falsifiable" •1 

(iii) The proponents of ·che theory make a gross mistake 

while thinking that a single sentence isolated from all else can 

be confim~ed or disconfirmed. They fail to realise_ that it is 

only in conjunction with.other_sentences that a single one can 

come up for verification. As Quine says: 

0 
•• •••• our, statements about ~e world face the tribunal 

o£ sense experience not' indiviO.ually but only as a 

corporate bod~.2 

·-
1. cooper, D. E., Phi,!s>soph)!; and the .Nature of .Lansuage,. 

IJJngman, .London, 1975, P• 49,. 

2. Quine., w. V .o., '1'rwo Dogmas of Ernpiric:lsm" in From a IogicaJ. 

Point of View., Harvard University Press., 1953, p. 41 
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(iv) It has been pointed out that many .inu;>ortant factors such 

as attitude etc. involving in the notion of verifiabillty have been 

overlooked by the theory. According to Cooper~ . 

.. ___ whether or not a sentence is verifiable is 

partly a £unction of the attitudes people take 

towards it. They can decide not to make it verifiable 

or falsifiable. But th~ ~eaningfulness of the sentence 

is not s.:i,.milarly a :E~ction o£ thsir at~itude tOtV"ards 

.i:t:.". 1 

(v) 'I' his theory o£ meaning confuses the tr.ro questions 

such as 'whether a sentence is meaningful' and 'whether the 

statement it expresses can be known to be true or false•. 

(viJ It has been argued that the process of verification 

is inapplicable alSC? to the judgements of perception. According 

to Bertrand Russell, 

"The process of verification is never suff~ciently 

examined by those who make it fundamental. In its 

simplest form, it occurs when .I fir.st expect an 

event and then pe:r:ceive it. But if an event occ.urs 

without my having first expected it.4' I am just as 

capable of per<;:E;!iving it and forming a judgement of 

perception about it; yet in ·this case there is no 

l~ Cooper, ·D.E,.., Philoso;ehy and the Nature of Language, 

LOngman, LOndon, 1.975, p. 52 
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process of verification. verification confirms the 

more doubtful by means of the· less doubtful, and is 

therefore essentially inapplicable to the least doubtful, 
1 viz .. _- j udgemerits of pe-rception11 • 

However, from the above account it is clear that this 

particular theory of meaning fails to serve the pw:pose for which 

it has been proposed. In fact, while formulating the theory what 

the positivists have really been concerned with is t.he criterion 

of meaningfulness. Practically, there has been little attempt to 

offer a proper account of meaning. 

Truth Theory of Meaning 

A theory of meaning closely connected_ with the verification 

theory is the truth theory of meaning. The main defect o£ the 

verification theory lies in the fact that reference to experience 

or empirica~ observation reduces meaning of an expression to 

something private. With a view to eliminate the above defect some 
'. 

philosophers have tried to explain meaning in terms of truth-

conditions. Thus, according to trut~theory, meaning of a sentence 

is its truth-conditions. Alld this truth-condition does depend on 

its corresponding to facts. Now~ the theory takes the following 

fo.nn : 

1. Russell, Bertrand, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth, 

Penguin Books, 197'3,. p. 291 
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•s means that P = df s· ~s true if and only i£ P''·• 

It is supposed that the definition works by giving necessary 

and sufficient conditions for the truth of every sentence, and to 

give truth-conditions is a way of giving the meaning of a sentence. 

Thus, truth•conditions of a sentence ' snow i.s white• is : ·• snow 

is i.~hi.te• .is true if and only i.f snow is whi.te. 

No't'r, the point is that, this particular theoJ:y like many 

other theories of rr~aning such as the referential theory and so 

on, is based on the assumption that meaning of an expression should 

be identified with its use in a particular context and consequently, 

like those theories it is also open to certain objections. Xhey 

are : 

1) The main objection against this theory of meaning lies 

in the fact that ~t fails to dravr a line of distinction between 

meaning of a sentence and its use to make a true or false assertion. 

According to strawson, the meaning of a sentence can in no t'lay 

be identified I!'Ji·ch the assertion it is used to make on a parti

cular occasion • .Stra-1.vson writess 

"--- to talk about the meaning of an expression or 

sentence is not to ta~k about its use on a particular 

occasion, but about the rules, habits, conventions 

governing its correct use on all occasions, to refer 

or to assert. So the question of whether a sentence or 

expression is §!gnificant or not has nothing whatever 



to do with the question of whether the sentence, 

uttered on a particular occasion, is, on that 

occasion, being used to make a true or false 

assertion or not, OJ; of whether the expression, on 

that occasion,· being used to refer to, or mention, 
1 anything at all". 

2) That meaning of a sentence does not differ corresponding 

to making right or wrong assertion can be shown by the fact that 

the same sentence • I am siX feet high' can be used to make state

ments with different truth-values. 

3) The theory involves circularity also. According to it/ 

in order to explain meahing of a sentence we are to know truth 

conditioni.NOW, the fact is that to know truth conditio~!of a 

sentence it is necessary to know the meaning of the sentence 

first. 

4) Following this theory, evaluc;itive sentences, aesthetic 

apprisals, sentences of commands, questions etc. would have no 

· meaning so far as they have Do truth value. 

5) By applying the concept. of truth-condi.tion$
1 
exp4-. 

cation of the synonymy of sentences becomes difficult. For, in 

that case, any two sentences which are true i.n every possible 

1. strawson, P.F., "On Referring" in ~he Theorx- of Meaning 

edo by Parkinson,- Go H .. R.:, -·oxf0rd ·University Press, 1978, p. 69. 
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world would have the same truth-conditions and hence the same 

mean.ing. 

6) · It has been argued that meaning of a sentence cannot 

be explained in terms of truth-condit.ions,since truth-conditions 

of a sentence does connote noth.ing. Ayer t'lrites, 

"--- to say that a proposition is true is just to 

assert it, and to say that it is f alae is just to 

assert its contradictory. And this indicates that 

the terms •true• and 'false•· connote nothing, but 

function in the sentence simply as marks of assertion 
. 1 

and denial n.. 

Besides the above limitations, philosophers trying to identify 

meaning with truth-conditions differ:among themselves regarding 

the way· by which truth-conditions are determined. Thus, accord.ing 

to Davidson: 

•---~ the syntactic and semantic rules together 

determine the meanings of all_ the sentences of a 

·language and do this by m(i:!ans, p:recisely, of· 

determining their truth•conditions•. 2 

1. Ayer., A. J., Language, ~ruth and Ipgic, Penguin Books, 

1978, ·p. 118 

2. strawson, P. F. , nMeaning and ~ruth", in 'I' he Philosophy of 

~guage, ed ... by .Marti-nich., A~·P .. ;. oxford university Press, 

1985, p. 104. 
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Again, strawson thinks that the notion of truth-conditions 

cannot be determined only by the syntactical and semantica1 rules 

of language~ According to him, the notion of truth-conditions 

cannot be explained as in~pendent of ~eference to_ the function 

of communication~intention~ ·Accol;ding to Strawson, 

fl--~~ it is a truth implicitly acknowledged by 

communication theorists themselves that in almost 

all the things we should count as sentences there 1$ 
•. 

a substantial central core of meaning .. which is · 

explicable either in terms of truth-conditions or 

in terms of some rel~ted no.tion quite .simply derivable 

from that of a truth-~ondition, fo+ example the notion, 
\ 

as we might call it, of a compliance~condition in the 

case of an imperative sentence or a fulfilment-condition 
'.' 

in the case of an optati~e" •· 1 \ 
. ;\ ·, 

Hence, as a theory of meaning, this particular theory 

does help little to get proper explBQation of mean,,~ 

f,i --., 
\. ' ~ 
i\ . ··'> 
\\ ' 

. . . I\ -
1. strawson, P.F., "Meaning and 'l'ruth11

, -in '1'-Q.e· Philosd-i(hY of 
. Language# edo by Martinich.,_ Ao.P ... 8 oxford university 'l?ress, 

'. \ 
1985, p. 105. \ \ . \ ., 
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THE USE THEORY OF MEANING 

According to the use theory, me~ing of .a word is its use 

in a language. unlike the traditional theories, t~ use theory 

does look at tbe meaning of a word from entirely d.iffexent angle. 

t;rhe under~ying principle of this theory of meaning i$ thai; $ince 

language is nothing but an instrument, w()rds have rreaning only if 

they can be used to perform some functions of language... Language 

cannot be divorced from other behaviours o£ roan and hence, meaning 

of woz:ds cannot be divorced from their use in langu~. 

AmQng the three aspects o; language such as syntax, seman

tics and pragmatics, the use theory of meap.ing focusef,l &ts atten

tion on pragmatic aspect. aence, the proponents of this theQry 

thin~ that meaning o~ a linguistic exp~ssion is to be explained 

in terms of t;he use of that expression, that J.s to say, in terms 

of the way it is employed by the users of the language.. According 

to Gilbert Ry le~ 

"...__ t;o know what an expression means .is to know 
1 

how it may or may not be employed ~--· 

The proponents of the use theory t~ that while trying 

to explain meaning in terms of truth-conditions, the truth theory 

1., Ryle •. Gilbert, ·~he· Theory of Meaningn·, .in British Philosophy 

in the Mid•centurz• edo by Mace., C., Ao o George Al-len And unwin 

Ltd., London, 1966., p. 255. 
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ignores diverse linguistic functions such as commanding, requesting, 

questioning and so on. A theory that isolates only one of the 

diverse functions of language and make the meaning of an expression 

depending on only that function ,naturally deprives us Qf a general 

understanding of the various ways in which meaning of words enable 

us to use language. ~his limitation leads philosophers to seek a 

theory with broader objectives. 'They are of opinion that a theory 

of meaning should be a part of a theory of language explaining how 

language can fulfil .its various linguistic functions. Hence, accord

ing to the use theory, any. use of a sentence,. whe~her to assert~ 
, 

question, command aepends on the meaning of the words. uttered. 

That this par1;.icular theory does enjoy a special status 

and hence mo~e accepted ~han tpe so-c~led traditional theories 

can be shown by the following arguments: 

:;t) 'l?he proponents. of the theory real-ise the fact that it . is a 

simple m.istake to try to locate meaning of an expression in some 

realm of being Qr other. 

I: I) The th~Q+Y r :ightly poiQ.ts. o~t, s.ince the meaning of . ~ word 

is not _a :func_ti9n of the pqys..ica~. properties of the word,. and . 

since a giv~n pattern of sounds can have .different meanings in 

differe~t language-communities~. or .i,.n the sane language-connnuni:t;.y 

at different tii:Ies, the meaning of a word must somehow be a function 
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of the activity of language u•e%'$, of what they do in theil: employ~ 

ments :o£ the word -.1 In fact, behavioral thE;lorists, while trying 

to construe meaning solely in terms of the hearer• s response are 

sadly indifferent to the fact that although the hew:er may or may 

not respond to what is being sai.d, · it will always be true that 

the speaker is doing somathing failing of which. thei."'e can be no 

linguistic trcmsaction. on the assumption that the meaning o:f a 

linguistic expression is somehow a function of what the speakers 

do with the expression 7the proponents of the use theory hold that 

meaning of an expression is nothing but i.ts use in the language. 

Ili) Since. the use theo.ry does focus on divers~ u~e o~ language, 

it stands free fJ:om any charge of over: simplification. Xbi.s is 

because the word ·•·language• involving in this theory is used in a 

w,ide sense. A .language in this s.ense is not to be regarded as j.ust 

collection of so many words, but must be seen in the wbole context 

of human behaviour. 

XV J ~he proponent~ oi: the t:tl~ry are quite right in maintaining 

that by telling ~meone what a li.nguistic expression means we 

thereby p\lt him in a position to be able to use .tt. Thus Alston 

•specifications. ·of meaning are commonly provided when 

we want to teach someone how to -use the expression 

1. Alst:Qn, P .. ,, 11¥.eaning and useu, in The Theory o£ Meaning,_ 

ed .. by Parkinson, G.H.,Rou Oxfor~-University Press, 1978, p. 145 



whose neaping we are specifying. ~eaching someone how 

to use an expression .is the native soil from which 

talk about meaning has grown• • 1 
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Despite the above advantages, this theory of meaning faces 

some difficulties while trying to explain meaning solel};" in terms 

of use. 

~he basic problem that s~ands o~ the way to explain tpe 

meaning of an. expression lies in the fact that the particular term 

• use • may be handled in many different .ways. As example, the 

following sentences can be cJ:t;ed containing the term • use•. 

a) Alvi<,;lys use c~p.ital letter in the beg;4lning _of :a sentence., 

b) t:Jhat is the use of a tractor .in ploughing land? 

cJ ~Ram prefers to use dunlpp ty,res in his car .. 

d) Mita uses • sorry• frequently • 

.Ip .each of _the above cases, the particular· term • use• 

h~ .been used in a if.ray peculiar to it,:J .Pwn• In (a), •use• has 

been used .~:in :t.he sense- of re£er~nce to, a partiQular rule. ln (b), 

• use• is ;~err~d _ to a certain purpose., In (c), the particular ... 

term refers to a personal_ choice and in (d), it refers to a 
i . 

. ·I . 
particular way o£ talking. 

r( 

t 
-~~--1~'~:,•-~.-----
1. AlstP~, · P., "lv".eanJ.ng and Use11

; in The Theory of Meaning, 
ed., by .PaJ;kinson0 G., H., R~ u Oxf-Qrg, University Press, 1978, p. 145 
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secondly,. an attempt to exp~a.in. meaning in terms o-:f ''use• 

makes it di~ficult to explain the process of language learning~ 

Since~ expression in a language c~ be used in avar~e~y of ways~ 

it becomes humanly impossible to learn all the poss2ble uses. of 

it. 

i'hirdly,. pragmatic stand ... point of this particular theory 
. " 

quite· ignores compositional mechanism of a language and thereby 
' . . ' 

fails to explain meaning of expression involving in creative 

aspect. 

M:;)reover, in variety of c~es occurring of the te~ :•use• 

has no direct bearing on meaning• some such cases are the following: 

il EXpressions like proper names undoubtedly have a use 
but may not have always a meaning • 

.i.i)- As a heare~ one may use •yea' frequently ,although 

such use has no direct connection with mean_ing. 

iii) Somstimes meaningless expressions may have a use. 

cooper says,. 

•If I want to convince you that .1 am insane, it might 

be a good id~a to answer your questions. with gib~rish. 

This use o£ gibberish does not make it meaning£ul, 

except in that sense of • meaning' 't<J'here .meaning equals 
1 

purpose" • 

.1. cooper, D. E. , Philoso,phy · and the Nature o£ Language, 
.l:.Dngmanil LOndon~ 1975, P• 39 



J.vJ It has been argued that if meaning of a linguistic 

expression would .be .identical \'lith its use,tbe two 

questions - 'What is the meaning of X?' and • what 
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is the use of X?' would be ~he same question,. In fact, 
questions like •what is the meaning of a spade?' can 

in no way be replaced by the question • Lihat is the 

use of a spade?' 

. 
In reply ·:;o the above d,i;fficulties arising from the term 

•use•, the proponents of the use theory may point out that 

philosophers while arguing in the above way6 fail to realise 

significance of the phrasta 1 in a language•. J.'.ccording to the 

proponents of· the use theory the phrase ••in a language• involving 

in the expression 'the !J!eaning of a word is its· use in a language• 
' 

is a significant phrase. Hence, if tore igno+e the signi:fi.cance and 

concentrate our attention only on the expression ·•the me9Uing of a 

word .:ls .its use• it would be undoubtedly a gross mistake • .It would 

suggest that a woz:d has a meaning in isolation, t.ghi.le in reality" 

many factors other than meaning are necessa,ry f01: word. to accom-. ~ . . -
' 

plish its pu.r:pose. One such factor is the grammar o£ language. ln 

fact# the ph,rase • in a langu_age• as used in this theory <:bes ~fer 

. to the grammar of ordinary language. The grammar lindts the con-

ventional ways according. to \'ihich we c:an use words. When somebody 

utters a series of woro$,. his. success or failure in as$erting 

something ~Till depend on the order in 1.11hich he utters the word. 



Hence, the expression •meaning .of a word is its use in a lang:uagel· 
I 

I . 
wou~d turn into ~the meaning o£ a word .is .its use according to \ ~\ 

' ., 
rules .of grammar' .• 

Now, the point is that reference to •rules of grammar• 

does not put the theory in any advantageous position for the 

£oll01'17.ing reasons: 

±J ln ordinary language,. number of rules are neither 

I 

"\ 
\ 
\ 

limited nor .fixed., speaking of 1im.ited fixed rules would not be 

consistent with the essential feature of ordinary language. It is 

.only in case of artificial language that the number of .rules can 

be fixed. Natural language with its creativity#. spontaneity 

cannot strictly adhere to rules of grammar. 

i~J I.£ knot11ledge of the rules of grammar were necessary 

condition for using language, it would not be possible for 

.illiterate people quite i.gnorant of the so-called rules. to use 

language • 

.iii) In creative aspec·t, natural language has the property 

of being dynamic change, in the sense of addition and alteration. 

Hence~. in such aspect it is not possible for natural language to 

follo1.11 str~ctly the rules of grammar. From this it does not follow 

that in creative aspect. words involvirig in ordinary language cease 

to be meaningful. On the contrary,. it is noticed that ~K>rds used 

.in such aspect attain some mysterious power and become more and 

rrore meaningful. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
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.i.v) ~lhile determining the meaning of a word, this parti

cular theory ignores· the role played by the context of ut-terance. 

'l'he theory fails to realise that contextual information can com

pensate for many linguistic anomalies. In fact, .i.f the context of 

utterance can provide enough J.nfoxmation for understanding the 

ungrammatical utterance, the ordering of words need not be perfectly 

grammatical for the words to accomplish their purposes. When the 

cow....lx>y, for example. shouted by uttering the word 'tiger•, the 

very use of the v-rord UJ;ldoubtedly served the purpose although the. 

ordering of word was not perfectly according to grammat~cal.ru1e. 

The above account clea~ly points out that this theory does 

handle meaning as a highly abstract theoretical entity and hence . 

fails to give a proJ::er account of meaning. According to .Paul Ziff, 

the use of a word depends upon many factors and some of; them have 

no concern with meaning• Hence, it would be. wrong ·to say that • the 

meaning of a wol:d .is its use in a language•-., 1 

3,.. Cooper, D. E., Philoso:ehy and the Natm;e of Languase,. Longman, 

Iondon6 1975., p., 39. 


